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Anusha Godavarty, Associate Professor, received a Wallace H. Coulter Early Career Investigators Award (2009-2011) from the DOD’s Breast Cancer Research Program and the Lydia I. Pickup Scholarship for 2009-2010. This permitted obtaining 110 additional trainees for the lab. Anusha also recently received a $2.9 million MRI award from National Institutes of Health to determine the role of tumor micro-environment on the dynamics of CAR T cells and hence advance the efficiency of PDT using CAR T cells.

During her doctoral research, Erickson has loved ones and all those affected indirectly by homeostatic disease. “Having lost my own mother on a presidential fellowship and performed research in materials for thermoelectric energy conversion,” said Erickson, “I have been working to extend my research in biomedical engineering by developing devices and systems that can aid in improving the quality of life for those affected.”

Erickson’s work is currently funded by a seed grant from the National Institute of Technology,green design and development of rehabilitation devices. “It requires a lot of patience and dedication, but it is extremely rewarding,” said Erickson, “I have really enjoyed my experience teaching and mentoring new researchers.” Erickson entered the biomedical engineering (BME) program at Florida International University in Fall 2005 on a presidential fellowship and performed research in musculoskeletal medicine under Dr. Anthony McClonick. She then went on to perform research in optical imaging toward breast cancer diagnosis under Dr. Anusha Godavarty. Erickson’s work currently funded by a seed grant from the National Institute of Technology, green design and development of rehabilitation devices. “It requires a lot of patience and dedication, but it is extremely rewarding,” said Erickson, “I have really enjoyed my experience teaching and mentoring new researchers.” Erickson entered the biomedical engineering (BME) program at Florida International University in Fall 2005 on a presidential fellowship and performed research in musculoskeletal medicine under Dr. Anthony McClonick. She then went on to perform research in optical imaging toward breast cancer diagnosis under Dr. Anusha Godavarty.
ALUMNI NEWS: BME ALUMNI PROFILE >> Werner Bruggman

I would like to thank all of you for your support during my professional career, and I would like to wish everyone a happy and successful 2011.

FYI, I have been accepted to The University of Zurich, Switzerland, as a guest visiting professor. I will be there next fall, for the period of 2011-12. If you happen to be in Zurich in that period, please feel free to drop me a line.

Professor Werner Bruggman, University of Zurich

Message from the Chief (print in large type)

News and announcements of interest to BME students and faculty

 certificates of merit, which are given to students in recognition of outstanding academic achievement.

BME E-Bulletin–Brighter, Better, and Bigger!

TL;DR: This is an important message that should not be missed by anyone interested in BME.
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